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In the lexicon of religious polemics of this decade, a

place of special distinction must be accorded to a relative new*

coiner: ffFundar;antalisra,n Once upon a time, this word merely denoted

a certain Christian sect* Today, however, it is fashionable to use

,. tins particular word in order to defame Orthodox Judaism* Anti-

Orthodox controversialists* tiring of such dated cliches as nold-

fashioned," "reactionary," and "behind the tines," have taken to

"Fundamentalism" as a fresh and sophisticated epithet which sounds

as elegant as it Is supposedly devastating* Let an Orthodox Jewish

leader express dissent from the cherished dogma of currant Jewish

bourgeoise liberalsim, and he is dismissed with a wave of the hand:

"Why, that is Fundamentalist!ri To my dismay, I find that cvan some

of my Orthodox colleagues to the left of me have & tendency to apply

the term pejoratively to some of our brethren to the right of us*

Roifa if the use of this torn is meant to indicate tlia'c i;2

Orthodox Je 73 take our Judaism cerxoissly^ that; we are vitally con-

cerned tfith our coiraaitments and loyalties, then we plead guilty to

ths charge -- and with great pride* But if by "Ĵ und • / t" is

: . it what Fund i atalisrs really \vas? as a religioi
 :: end

spiritual orientation, th^n it simply is net: true. The phrase may

be fashionable| but it is flipv̂ ra.'; :.-v,d false*

Fui dame Lsm was originally a sixteenth c :y Protes-

hich ccc as literally true in every single
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word, and considered the written word, strictly construed- as the

exclusive religious authority* It recognized no possibility of

metaphor, no chance for a deeper-than-literal sense to the scrip-

tural text, and denied the existence of any tradition of interpre-

tation of tha written Bible*

Were there* ever any such opinions in Judaism? Yes, there

were. Two thousand years ago there were the Saducees, who accepted

only the Written Torah* In tho Middle Ages there arose the Karaites*

a name which derives from the Hebrew reikra, Scripture, and'which

designates a movement which views the Bible in its literal sense as

the sole authority of Judaism3 to the exclusion of any oral tradition.

But the whole of traditional Judaism is against Kara! situ Our Judaism

was at one time involved in a life-and-daath struggle against Karaism,

and our survival bespeaks our opposition to and triumph over this

movement. We do not necessarily accept every word of Scripture in

its literal signification. Furthermore, we read the Bible, the

Written Torah, only through the eyes of the T&lrnud, the Oral Torah,

For instance> Scripture tells us that if one man injures

another and removes his eye, then hio punishment is ayIn tahat ayin»

"an eye for an eye." Talcing that verse literally, this would imply

that we must physically remove tha eye of the man who convoluted the

tort. However, the Oral Law interprets that phrase to mean not

physical removal of the organ, but compensation, a payment equivalent

to the value of the eye. Furthermore, the Rabbis tell us that in
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three places the Halakhah, whicbi is the essence of the Oral-Law,

explicitly opposes the plain sense of the Scripture: ha-halakhah

okefet et ha-mikra*

So that Orthodox Judaism Is anything Fundamentalist! Of

course, this does not mean that we reduce all of Torah to a very

fine and noble religious heritage from which w e may choose according

to our taste. We by Ho neans mean to imply an eclectic approach to

Judaism, whereby we may accept anything which appeals to us end

reject that which, according to our momentary whim, does not seem to

accord with contemporary cultural prejudices. What we do maan to

say is that the Oral Lew is the only interpretation we accept of the

•Written Law, that Halakhah predominates, and therefore we are not

Fundamentalists at all.

Now9 there is one consequence of the non-Fundamentalisn

of Orthodox Judaism that is not overly obvious• it is a principle

that is a bit subtle, but extremely vital to a proper understanding

of Judaism. That is, that in Fundamentalism there is a feeling that

the r ' ! describes an absolute quality of the world itselfj the

objective material universe, whereas Judaism holds that the mitzyah

is directed to man, as a subjective discipline, and is not a de-

scription of the objective world. Were I to express the same con-

cept in halakhic terminology, I xv'ould say that in an ultimate sense

all the irs_surita3 prohibitions of the Bible, relate to XLevra rather

than beftpzai to men rather than to objects.
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For instance, the Torah prohibits shaatnez, the mixing of

wool and linen. The Fundamentalist would not only accept this lit-

erally — in this case, we do too •• but insist that the shaatnez is

itself an abhorrent object, that sonehow it possesses a quality of

evil that makes it repulsive. Whereas Judaism considers that this

fthaafenez in and of itself is no different from any cither textile

or garment, it is we who are called to the divine discipline by re-

fraining from wearing a garment made of shaatnez• (Indeed, ware there

anything indigenously evil about a mixture of wool and linen, we

would be prohibited not only from wearing it, but also from pre-

paring such a mixture*)

It is for this reason that Rav declares, in a passage

cited in the Midrash, that in essence the laws of kosher slaughter-

ing have no innate significance insofar as the meat itself is con-

cerned : ye.'.khi inali ikhpatr.n\inijsl^ nin she
 f_shohat

xnin ha-orefa what difference does it make if we slaughter by slitting

the throat, which is the kosher method, or kill the animal by break**

ing its neck (assuming that both methods are equally painless)?

Lo nitnu mitzvot ela litzrof bahen et haberiot -- the Commandments

were given only to purify thereby the human being who observes them*

?kQ riitzyah, then, does not tell us that certain objects in the world

are better or worse than other objects* Inanimate things are neither

good nor evil; it is man who becomes good or evil depending upon how

he responds to the divine coirjraand*

Even batter illustrations are offered to us by a dis-
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tinguished lady in the Talnud (Hullin l.C9b). iTalta, the wife ot

Rabbi llabman, observed to her husband: kol mah d'asar Ian,, rat

shara Ian kavateih, whatever the Torah has forbidden to us, it also

permitted us something similar. For instance, to cite some of the

examples cited by Yalta, the Torah forbade the consumption df blood,

yet it permitted the eating of the liver, an organ which is so

filled with blood that it can never be emptied of itrs contents; or,

the Torah forbade eating the flesh of the faazir» but it permitted

eating nob.n do|salvuta, the brains of a certain fish, which tastes

just like the meat of the hog; or, the Torah forbade basar be*balav,

eating milk and meat together, yet it permitted us to eat the kehal,

the udder of the cow even if it was cooked together with its milk

content. In all these cases, we see that the Torah did not imply any

innate obnoxiousness of any particular object, or its taste, but

rather it directed its remarks at nan, at the Jew, addressing his

subjective response to the divine command. Ho object in tha world

is absolutely reprehensible* There is no taboo or magic with which

the Torah is concerned. It is the human being who must submit to

God!s will. The Jew should not recoil in horror from an object that

is forbidden by the Torah, but he should be taken aback at his own

weakness when he begins to lose his self-control. There is nothing

wrong with tarfut as such; there is everything wrong with those who

eat tarfut. There Is nothing wrong with fcillul shabbat; there is

something terribly the matter with those \-fao aiye mehalelei shabbat.
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That is why trie Oral Law points out exceptions to rules, exceptions

sanctified by the Torah itself.

In a remarkable passage, the Zohar locates the same idea

in the Ten Commandments themselves, of which we read in today's

portion which describes the revelation at Sinai. Let us take two

of the examples offered by the Zohar: lo tirtzah. and lo tignov, the

prohibitions against r̂ urdoir f»r>d stealing. Ordinarily we accept these

as absolute prohibitions. Yet the Zohar teaches us that that is not

so. The Zohar points to the cantillations, the musical notes which

so often teach us a great deal about the meaning of a verse. Under

the word lo in each of these two commandments, the note is a tipha.

which sexves as a kind of comma, as if the Torah said to us: lo,

tirtzah and lp.,._..tignpY •- ttthou shalt not — kill!,11 and "thou shalt

not -- steal!" How strange! Thou shalt not kill, and thou shalt

not steal; but sometimes: kill and steal!

Yet that is just what the Zohar maintains is the judgment

of Torah. Even the prohibition against killing is not absolute;

sometimes we must take a human life! As an example, the Zohar men-

tions capital punishment. Now,.it is true that the tendency of the

Jewish tradition by and large is to minimise the instances deserving

capital punishment, but not to eliminate them completely. As an

Orthodox Jew, I have long been in favor of the movement to restrict

capital punishment to all but a very few instances -- but not to re-

move it completely from the law books. Thus, I was unquestionably
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In favor pf the hanging of Elchiuann when he was captured by Israel.

That is why, as an Orthodox Jew, I can applaud the humane sentiments

of the ex-governor of Maryland who this weak cane out publicly for

doing sway with capital punishment; but I cannot agree with him

that it should be dona away with altogether, I would keep it for

such unusually heinous crimes as genocide or mass murder* That is

why too, I can appreciate his lofty instincts when he maintains that

life snd death are only of the Lord and nan may therefore not condemn

a fellow man to death — but I do not agree with him. The Torah has

told us that there ax*e times when the power over life and death is

given by God to the human court, provided that it acts with justice

•and righteousness* Our reason for restricting capital punishment is

not the idea that man never has the right to take life — that is

what the Zohar means when it emphasises the .tir̂ M under the word lo

&Q, tlrzal* —- but because t>£ the possibility of a mistake and the

murder of an innocent man* To use other examples, in addition to

the one quoted by the Zohar, one may cite self-defense, where we are

not only permitted but required to defend our lives and-the lives of

cur family by killing one who threatens our lives* Similarly, this

would include the right and the duty to bear arms for onefs country

when it is under attack, for this is the concept of - rallhetnet iuitzvah

It is Judaism that gave the world its highest and noblest expression

of universal peace, but Jews do not embrace pacifism. Oar ultimate

goal remains always that of shalom;:but under conditions as they

exist now, we cannot: ask any human being or any country unilaterally
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to declare for peace even at the .expense of his or its own survival.

Vie accept the Torah absolutely -- including the fact that the Torah

did not legislate absolute principles without exception.

Of course, it should be clear that we do not mean that

it is we who make the exceptions to the Torahrs anjiles, that we play

the game of religion by making up our own rules; rather, that the

Torah itself, as a "Torah of life,n saw fit to state general prin-

ciples and then to state the exceptions as well.

The second example the Zohar offers is that of lo tignov,

"Thou shalt not steal." Here too the Zohar finds exceptions implied

in the general statement, as if the nthou shalt not" and the "steal"

-are sometimes separated. What does this mean? In the Jewish tra-

dition, the concept of stealing is broadened beyond that of taking

material objects which belong to someone else. It includes the con-

cept of genevat daat, stealing the mind or the knowledge or the con-

fidence or the awareness of another person. Therefore, lo tlgnov

means not only to steal material things, but also to deceive or

delude another person. Yet, the Zohar tells us, at times it is not

only permissible but mandatory to deceive another human being. For

instance, if a judge has before him witnesses who are technically

valid, but he knows by a sure instinct that they are perjurers and

they may condemn another man to death or other form of suffering, he

is duty bound by the law to conduct a vigorous cross-examination,

and in fact to be devious and deceiving in the course of this exam-

ination, in order to expose any conspiracy by the witnesses, should



they Andasd'ise false, and thus-save the life of an innocent defendant*

The sane might be said* in addition to the example cited by the

Zohar, of a man ivho is hungry and finds his children starving, and

Is prevented by the laws of tha country from receiving any form of

sustenance — who can blame him for stealing?

This principle b^lds true no^ only for Torah or religious

law in a narrow sense, but for law in general* including tha secular

and civil law as well. Just as a mitzyah has as itsopurpose the

advancement of the relations between man srtd God, so the civil law

is nado to ensure tha progress of society* Therefore, just as the

Torah is non-Fundamentalist and legislates exceptional so must the

laws of the country*

In a broader sense, this moans that while law must be re-

spected if society is to survive, at the same tine we must recognise

that there are times when lawlessness has some justification; or, if

not justification then at the very least it is sometimes deserving

of our sympathy and under standing* That is Why I feel that in the

currant public outcry against lawlessness that has overtaken our

country in recent years and months, wa must discriminate between the

various kinds of disobedience of the law* I believe, therefore, that

we ought to condemn severely and unreservedly the lawlessness of

certain unions which seek to choke the"entire community by extortion

and blackmail* There is no excuse for such conduct by a union, as

part of mity (the labor segment of society) which has, in

concord with other parts of oux" pluralistic society, come to an agree-
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ment as to laws which are just .for-all, and which now rejectsthose

very laws in order to grab a bigger share of the economic pie. At

the same time, I would denounce, but with much less conviction and

much less passion and much less certainty, the lawlessness of those
-

elements in our society who protest the foreign military adventures

of our country. I do not excuse them; our laws are the laws of a

democratic society, and they must be respected. But where citizens

genuinely feel that the law requires them to deny their consciences

and pervert their own. moral stature, then I certainly do not put

them in the same category with a union which is lawless for a

profit motive.

Similarly, I would denounce without qualification hooligans

who take advantage of the civil strife and social umrest of our decade

in order to rob and steal and plunder and rape and murder. But I

would look with much more compassion upon those minority groups in

our country, be they Negroes or Puerto Ricans or any others, who feel

that they have no recourse but to exercise certain kinds of civil

disobedience. I believe that such groups have not exhausted all

legitimate means to air their grievances. I think we ought to counsel

them to have patience -- although that is much easier for us who have

already arrived at the other side of the social fence. We must rec-

ognize that law has often disadvantaged these groups, that the; law of

the country is made by man and must be changed by man to correct de-

ficiencies in the social structure, and therefore my condemnation of

«-**•. with it less self-righteousness, less
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vehemence> less heat, and perhaps a bit more light. It means that

we have get to iraprove our ICTTC, in addition to using force in

stopping lawlessness* Otherwise we encourage the disadvantaged groups

in society to cone to the conclusion already anticipated in the

bitter pessimism of Koheleth, mekom ha^mishpat shamah ha^resha* !Tin

the place of Judgment (or law), there you will find evil!T (Ecclias^er

(So that two such basic eoiamandraents as the prohibitions

against murder and stealingt according to the 2ohar, have built-in

exceptionsj. Certainly this is not a Fundamentalist interpretation.

One must add, however, that even this rule that all rules have ex*

captions — this top has an exception 1 The Zohsr tails us that the

ninth conaxiandment is absolute: lo taanehbeh kha ed shaker^ thou

shalt not bear falsa witness against thy neighbor. Here, the first

two words of the conjraandment ere narked by the nusical notes norldia

&ncl ti£ka5 x-̂ hlch means that they coro connected: as if it wore written,

nXhou shalt never testify falsely against a neighbor.11 Tho creation

of a "credibility gap" by spreading falsehoods is always inescuseable.)

Judaism, therefore» is certainly not Fundamentalist -- in

any sensa> except the sense that our conviction exi.d oux consaitoent ara

unshakcsble* For vra have two Torahs, not one Torah,» And we consider

the Written Torah* the yorah: ̂ he-bikhetaVi as understandable and

authoritative only by raeans of the Oral Torah^ the to^gh^sh^l^^

We are not Bible-centered literal! sts» We are people of torah she,*

lZQA?-X. P.9J-1* which is the word of God as His divine norms are applied

to ever new situations*



In the introduction to the giving of the Torah and the Ten

Commandnants, the Sidra tells us* noshoh yedaber, yo'ha-Elokim

yaanenu befkol« Hoses would speak and God would answer him with a voice

The Net2iv tells us that this verse has special significance* It

means that not only the Ten Commandments and the Written Tor ah came

from God through Muses, but the Oral Law as well, that- which mosheh

yedaberi which Hoses spoke as well as that which he wrote. This Oral

Law too issues from the Almighty; it is uttered not only by the voice

of Moses, but yeyha*Elokira yaanenu be^kolj its force and authority

derive froxa Cod Himself.

Note that phrass mosheh yedaber is written in the future,

not In the past; "Moses will speak*" not "Hoses d5.d speak,'- Hot only

did Hoses once speak to the Children of Israel a long time ago, but

he shall speak, always, whenever Jews loyal to the Torah of Moses

study or enact the roltzyot contained therein, for then they czvrry on

the dialogue of Moses with God.

And when we do so, and when we confirm our loyalty to both

Torahs, the Written and the Oral, the Almighty answers us "with a

voice,M with the strength to carry on and proclaim the nossaga of

Judaisra, which is the message of God? to an as yet unrodaomsd xvorld.


